β-cyclodextrin based dual-responsive multifunctional nanotheranostics for cancer cell targeting and dual drug delivery.
Multifunctional nanoconjugates possessing an assortment of key functionalities such as magnetism, florescence, cell-targeting, pH and thermo-responsive features were developed for dual drug delivery. The novelty lies in careful conjugation of each of the functionality with magnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles by virtue of urethane linkages instead of silica in a simple one pot synthesis. Further β-cyclodextrin (CD) was utilized to carry hydrophobic as well as hydrophilic drug. Superlative release of DOX could be obtained under acidic pH conditions and elevated temperature, which coincides with the tumor microenvironment. Mathematical modelling studies revealed that the drug release kinetics followed diffusion mechanism for both hydrophobic drug and hydrophilic drug. A number of fluorophores onto a single nanoparticle produced a strong fluorescence signal to optically track the nanoconjugates. Enhanced internalization due to folate specificity could be observed by fluorescence imaging. Further their accumulation driven by magnet near tumor site led to magnetic hyperthermia. in vitro studies confirmed the nontoxicity and hemocompatibility of the nanoconjugates. Remarkable cell death was observed with drug-loaded nanoconjugates at very low concentrations in cancer cells. The internalization and cellular uptake of poor bioavailable anticancer agent curcumin were found to be remarkably enhanced on dosing the drug loaded nanoconjugates as compared to free curcumin. Site specific drug delivery due to folate conjugation and subsequent significant suppression in tumor growth was demonstrated by in vivo studies.